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L E T T E R TO TH E ED I TOR

Codon bias analysis may be insufficient for identifying host(s)
of a novel virus

To the Editor,

A novel kind of coronavirus has infected more than 1600 000

people, claimed over 100 000 lives, and spread to 212 countries

and territories since December 2019.1 The virus has been named

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2)
(provisionally termed novel coronavirus before),2 and the pneu-

monia caused by it is coronavirus disease 2019. Though many

scientists and researchers are trying to identify the animals

harboring SARS‐CoV‐2, the intermediate host remains under the

veil. To many people's surprise, the most pioneering host ex-

ploration was from Ji et al4 that designated snake as the most

likely intermediate host.3

The paper by Ji et al4 achieved indispensable importance in

discovering SARS‐CoV‐2 is derived from a bat coronavirus and

likely a recombination of two viruses.4 Yet its result implied

snakes as the most possible intermediate host of the virus seems

unlikely. Considering viruses that transmit from poikilotherm

to endotherm are rare, and the snake‐host speculation has

arose widespread public attention, as well as referred in other

studies,5 we decided to take a close look at the host‐inferring
method.

Snake was suspected to be the most possible source of the

coronavirus by Ji et al4 because of its closest distance of relative

synonymous codon usage (RSCU) bias to SARS‐CoV‐2. This in-

ferring methodology premises virus would evolve similar codon

usage pattern to its hosts, which allows it to replicate more effi-

ciently. Nevertheless, even though there were studies showing

that RSCU bias between viruses and hosts are comparable,6 none

has suggested such codon usage similarity is necessary or suffi-

cient for successful viral infection.

The reason under viral codon usage bias is far more complex

than parasitic adaptation, which also involving mutation pressure,

particular DNA/RNA or protein structure and genome size.6 In

fact, many studies have shown the RSCU of virus is not similar to

that of its host.7,8 Whether the host‐unlike virus simply has limited

time for evolutionary host optimization, or its high mutation rates

(especially RNA virus) outpaced the process of selection that drive

such resemblance is in debate.8 Therefore, attributing viral codon

usage bias only to host adaptation and conducting host inference

relies on it seems untenable.

Even if the codon usage bias is most similar between a particular

virus and its host, the average RSCU of any virus should be selected

to match the average RSCU of a vertebrate is in doubt. The codon

usage frequency varies significantly among genes within the same

organism, so as in viruses.8 In a multicellular host, viruses are nor-

mally restricted to specific organ, tissue, or cell type. Thus, the RSCU

of virus would be expected to resemble a particular RSCU calculated

from expressed genes within the organ, tissue, or cell type of the

host. More complicated, however, viral genes encoding structural

proteins have more similar codon usage pattern to the host than

other genes.7,8 RSCU retrieved from Database such as Kazusa

(http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/) presents only an average pattern,

which does not reflect enormous intraspecific heterogeneity of co-

don usage, and undersampling of genes in some species may also

introduce biases.

As for the reason why snakes share the most similar codon usage

pattern with SARS‐CoV‐2, we believed that is because of the in-

herent AT(U)‐rich base compositions in both the genomes of the

coronaviruses7 and snakes.9 Base composition, like GC3s (guanine‐
cytosine [GC] content on the third codon position) value has been

illustrated as a strong determinant in shaping codon usage both in

viruses8,10 and higher multicellular eukaryotes.8 In a bid to test our

speculation, we added viruses with known hosts and different AU3s

values, as well as several host animals into Ji et al4 sampling pool.

Coding sequences of their genomes were obtained from GenBank

and the RSCU similarity was calculated using the same method by Ji

et al4 (see detailed information in Supplementary Information

Appendix 1). It turned out that viruses with high AU3s values are

closer to animals have comparatively high AT3s values (herein N. atra,

B. multicinctus, and M. condylurus) rather than AT3s low‐value species

in RSCU distance (Figure 1). The result designated most investigated

viruses (10/12) to infect snakes, regardless of their actual hosts.

In conclusion, the RSCU similarity analysis only links virus to

animal(s) that possesses comparable GC‐content. We did not rule

out the speculation that snakes would be the intermediate host of

SARS‐CoV‐2, but we suspect if the possibility of these species was

higher than any other creature in transmitting the virus. Scientific

research that gives a quick response to public emergencies is im-

perative and appreciative, yet the methodology applied within has

to be carefully examined.

http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/
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F IGURE 1 Heatmap and value of Euclidean distance between virus and potential hosts based on RSCU values. The distance for each virus
between different animals was indicated by gradient from red to canary. The species were sorted by AT(U)3s value and indicated by gradient
from white to dark blue. BOMV, bamboo mosaic virus; CSFV, classical swine fever virus; EBOV, ebola virus; HAV, hepatitis A virus; HBV,

hepatitis B virus; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HSV, herpes simplex viruses; MERS‐CoV, Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus;
RSCU, relative synonymous codon usage; SARS‐CoV, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus; ZIKV, zika virus
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information may be found online in the

Supporting Information section.
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